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CORRUPTION IN CONTEXT: SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL DIMENSIONS

1. WHY CORRUPTION MATTERS: THE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF CORRUPTION
1.1 A Case Illustration of the Impact of Corruption
The following TV report investigates the cancellation of World Bank funding ($1.2 billion loan) for a
major bridge proposal (worth nearly $3 billion) in Bangladesh, critical to both the economic growth of the
country and the safety of hundreds of thousands of poor Bangladesh citizens who cross the Padma River
daily in crowded, unsafe boats. The World Bank cancelled funding for the bridge project because very
senior politicians and officials in the Bangladesh government allegedly solicited bribes from bidding
companies. SNC-Lavalin allegedly agreed to pay those bribes in order to get the engineering contract
(worth $50 million) to supervise the bridge construction. SNC-Lavalin is one of the five largest
international engineering firms in the world. It is based in Canada and operates in over 100 other
countries.
“SNC and a Bridge for Bangladesh” CBC, the National, Investigative Report (15 minutes), aired May
15, 2013 (see CBC The National, CBC Player:
http://www.cbc.ca/player/News/TV+Shows/The+National/ID/2385492220/).
More Background on the Padma Bridge Corruption Scandal
When allegations of bribery concerning the awarding of the engineering contract to SNC-Lavalin arose,
the World Bank (WB) instituted an investigation by an external evaluation panel in the Fall of 2012.
According to the report of the WB Panel, there was evidence that in late March of 2011 two members of
the Bangladesh Bridge Project Evaluation Committee (BPEC) unlawfully informed senior SNC-Lavalin
officers in Bangladesh that SNC-Lavalin was currently second behind another firm, Halcrow, in the
bidding process, but that no final recommendation had been made. In addition to BPEC’s
recommendation, the awarding of the engineering contract would also have to be approved by Minister
Syed Abul Hossain of the Bangladesh government. SNC-Lavalin officers allegedly took several steps to
improve the company’s ranking on BPEC’s list. Mohammad Ismail, Director of an SNC-Lavalin
subsidiary in Bangladesh was the main representative for SNC-Lavalin in the bidding process, along with
an SNC-Lavalin local consultant Md Mostafa. Ismail and Mostafa were dealing directly with Zulfiquar
Bhuiyan, the Secretary of the Bridge Authority and also a member of BPEC, and Minister Hossain.
Bhuiyan indicated that he and the Minister expected to have a face-to-face meeting with a top SNCLavalin executive to “seal the project.” Ramesh Shah was Vice-President of SNC-Lavalin International
Inc. (SLII). Shah reported to Kevin Wallace who was the Senior Vice-President of SLII and the senior
SNC-Lavalin executive assigned to the Padma Bridge project. SLII was a relatively small subsidiary or
division of the SNC-Lavalin Group of companies. Its head office was located in Oakville, Ontario.
In May 2011, Ramesh Shah and Kevin Wallace flew to Bangladesh for a face-to-face meeting with
Buiyan and Minister Hossain. The meeting was facilitated by an influential government Minister, Abul
Hasan Chowdhury, whom the prosecution alleges was also an agent of SNC-Lavalin. After the meeting,
Ramesh Shah wrote in his notebook, “PADMA PCC…4% Min…1% Secretary.” “PCC” was SNCLavalin’s internal notation for “project consultancy or commercial costs” which apparently was used in
SLII’s accounts to refer to bribery payments. “Min” presumably referred to Minister Hossain and
“Secretary” presumably referred to Secretary Buiyan. Two weeks later, SNC-Lavalin International Inc.
was awarded the contract.
As noted, the World Bank “suspended” its funding of the Padma Bridge in 2012 pending an external
evaluation of alleged corruption by a WB Investigative Panel. After completing its initial evaluation, the
WB panel recommended corruption charges be laid against several persons, including Minister Hossain.
Bangladesh’s Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) laid conspiracy to bribe charges against seven
persons, but they adamantly refused to include Minister Hossain. The World Bank threatened to cancel
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the Padma Bridge loan agreement due to this refusal to conduct a “full and fair” corruption inquiry of all
suspects. In January 2013, before a formal cancellation occurred, Bangladesh “withdrew” its formal
request to the World Bank for funding of the bridge.
The bridge was scheduled to be finished in 2014. According to Bangladesh news sources, work has begun
on the bridge as of 2015 using domestic financing and apparently a $2 billion investment from China. The
government of Bangladesh initially claimed the bridge will be complete by 2018. In January of 2016, the
Executive Committee of National Economic Council (ECNEC) approved a third revision to the Padma
Bridge project making the total project cost rise more than Tk 80 billion (roughly US $1.02 billion) over
budget. The Bangladesh Bridge Authority has claimed that the increased budget is due to delayed
implementation and associated factors including the rising prices of construction materials, consultancy
services, and land, as well as the costs of recruiting more people to speed up the process.1 Independent
sources have suggested that the climbing costs are also at least in part due to further bribery and
corruption and that in order to fund the project the Bangladeshi government has had to divert resources
from essential services like health care.2 Meanwhile, a hundred or more citizens continue to die yearly
crossing the river on overcrowded and unsafe boats.3
The World Bank alerted the RCMP to evidence of possible corruption it had uncovered. After
investigating, the RCMP initially laid bribery charges against two top SLII executives, Mohammed Ismail
and Ramesh Shah. They are both Canadian citizens. Then, in September 2013, the RCMP laid bribery
charges against three more persons: Wallace and Bhuiyan, both Canadian citizens, and former Minister
Abul Hassan Chowdhury, who is a Bangladeshi national. A preferred indictment was filed on October 28,
2013, alleging one count of bribery by all five men committed between December 1, 2009 and September
1, 2011, contrary to s. 3(1)(b) of the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act. Chowdhury brought an
action to stay the proceedings against him on the grounds that there was no jurisdiction to prosecute him,
a Bangladeshi citizen who had never been in Canada and whose alleged unlawful conduct occurred in
Bangladesh. Canada has no extradition treaty with Bangladesh and Canada had not attempted to have
Bangladesh surrender Chowdhury for prosecution in Canada. Chowdhury was successful in his court
challenge and the charges against him were stayed: Chowdhury v The Queen.4 The remaining four men
are awaiting trial on the bribery charge.
The Supreme Court of Canada has now ruled on an important pre-trial issue in World Bank Group v
Wallace, unanimously ruling that the World Bank does not have to disclose its investigative reports and
similar matters to the four accused.5 Any other result would have hampered the investigation and
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“Tk 8,286cr Rise in Padma Bridge Cost Okayed”, The Independent (6 January 2016), online:
<http://www.theindependentbd.com/printversion/details/29269>.
2
Daniel Binette, “When Should Corruption Be Tolerated? The Case of the Padma Bridge”, The Global Anticorruption Blog (6
November 2016), online: <https://globalanticorruptionblog.com/2015/11/06/when-should-corruption-be-tolerated-the-case-ofthe-padma-bridge/>.
3
See e.g. “Bangladesh Ferry Disaster Death Toll Reaches 70”, Daily Mail Online (23 February 2015) and US Today (23
February 2015).
4
Chowdhury v The Queen, 2014 ONSC 2635.
5
World Bank Group v Wallace, 2016 SCC 15. The World Bank received emails from tipsters suggesting that there had been
corruption in regard to the bridge supervision contract. The World Bank did its investigation and found evidence of corruption.
After debarring SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. from bidding on World Bank-sponsored projects for 10 years, the World Bank shared
the tipsters’ emails, its own investigative reports and other documents with the RCMP. The RCMP used that information to
obtain a warrant to intercept private communication (a wiretap warrant) and a search warrant to obtain certain documents from
SNC-Lavalin offices. After the conspiracy to corrupt charge was laid, the accused person brought an application before an
Ontario Superior Court trial judge to quash the wiretap authorization and thereby exclude from trial the evidence collected by
wiretap. As part of the wiretap challenge, the accused sought an order requiring production to them of certain World Bank
investigative documents. The trial judge concluded that certain World Bank documents were “likely relevant” to the accused’s
right to a fair trial and therefore he ordered those documents to be produced for review before the court. The SCC quashed the
production order on two grounds. First, the World Bank has been granted immunity from such disclosure under the Articles of
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Based on the evidence of alleged corruption collected by the World Bank, SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. and
the World Bank signed a Negotiated Resolution Agreement in which SNC-Lavalin International Inc.
(SLII) and over 100 SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. affiliates have been debarred from bidding on World Bank
funded projects for 10 years. The remainder of SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. will also be disbarred if SNCLavalin does not comply with the terms of the settlement in regard to improving their internal compliance
program. It is hard to determine what portion of total SNC-Lavalin work is likely to be affected by the
World Bank debarment, although by some estimates it is thought to be less than two percent.
Meanwhile the Bangladesh ACC continued to investigate the charge of conspiracy to bribe by seven
persons: three Bangladesh officials (including the Prime Minister’s nephew)—Ferdous, Zaber and
Bhuiyan—and three SNC officials—Wallace, Shah and Mohammed Ismail—and SNC’s local agent
Mostafa. Remarkably, the ACC, in its final report in September 2014, concluded that there was not
sufficient evidence to proceed with a charge of conspiracy to bribe against any of these men. The ACC
also reported that Ministers Hossain and Chowdhury had no involvement in the alleged bribery scheme
[See Chapter 6 at Section 3.2 for further discussion of the Bangladesh ACC.]. The ACC report was then
filed with the Bangladesh court and on October 30, 2014, the Court acquitted all seven persons of
conspiracy to bribe.
It should be noted that some commentators are highly critical of the World Bank’s lending practices. For
example, Paul Sarlo6 argues that the World Bank facilitates large scale corruption by making huge
development loans to notoriously corrupt governments without imposing a regime of due diligence to
ensure the loan is used for the intended project.7 This lack of due diligence opens the door to theft of 2040% of loans by corrupt leaders or through the companies they hire to complete the project. Ultimately it
is the citizens of the corrupt borrowing country who pay, since they are responsible for full repayment of
the loan with interest even if part of the loan is stolen.
Corruption is “public enemy no. 1” in the developing world, according to World Bank President Jim
Yong Kim, and “every dollar that a corrupt official or corrupt business person puts in his or her pockets is
a dollar stolen from a pregnant woman who needs healthcare, or from a girl or boy who deserves an
education, or from communities that need water, roads and schools.” Recently, it has been estimated that
as much as $1 trillion annually is siphoned off from developing countries by corruption, tax evasion and
other large financial crimes. The World Bank has estimated that as much as $40 billion in foreign aid to
the world’s poorest countries has been lost to corruption in recent years. And 3.6 million people die from
inadequate health care and living conditions each year in part because corruption has stolen away
development aid. UN Development Programme Administrator Helen Clark stated that “corruption can
stand in the way of people getting basic services,” while UK Prime Minister David Cameron said “don’t
let anyone keep corruption out of how we tackle poverty.” In 2008, the US Assistant Attorney General
warned that “corruption is not a gentleman’s agreement where no one gets hurt. People do get hurt. And
the people who are hurt the most are often residents of the poorest countries on earth.”
The remainder of Section 1 of this chapter will look at the nature, causes and consequences of corruption
that have motivated such strong condemnation of corruption by world leaders.

Agreement setting up the World Bank, which Articles Canada and some 185 countries have agreed to. Second, even if the World
Bank did not have immunity, the documents sought did not pass the “likely relevant” test, and therefore a court could not
lawfully order their disclosure.
6
Paul Sarlo, “The Global Financial Crisis and the Transnational Anti-Corruption Regime: A Call for Regulation of the World
Bank’s Lending Practices” (2014) 45 Geo J Intl L 1293.
7
For example, the World Bank lent Indonesia $30 billion during the thirty-year rule of notoriously corrupt General Suharto. The
International Monetary Fund has been subject to similar criticism related to irresponsible lending. For example, a portion of an
IMF loan to Russia were used by Boris Yeltsin for his re-election campaign in 1996: Clare Fletcher and Daniela Herrmann, The
Internationalisation of Corruption (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012) at 68.
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1.2 Four Concerns About Corruption
The Organization for Economic and Cooperative Development (OECD) prepared a Background Brief in
2013 entitled “The Rationale for Fighting Corruption” as part of the organization’s CleanGovBiz:
Integrity in Practice Initiative.8 The initiative seeks to involve civil society and the private sector in anticorruption strategies. The brief provides an overview of the reasons why everyone should be concerned
about corruption. The text of this brief is set out below:
BEGINNING OF EXCERPT
_____________________________________

The Rationale for Fighting Corruption
The costs of corruption for economic, political and social development are becoming increasingly
evident. But many of the most convincing arguments in support of the fight against corruption are little
known to the public and remain unused in political debates. This brief provides evidence that reveals the
true cost and to explain why governments and business must prioritise the fight against corruption.
What is Corruption?
Corruption is the abuse of public or private office for personal gain. It includes acts of bribery,
embezzlement, nepotism or state capture. It is often associated with and reinforced by other illegal
practices, such as bid rigging, fraud or money laundering. [Transparency International describes
corruption as “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain.”]
What does Corruption Look Like?
It could be a multinational company that pays a bribe to win the public contract to build the local
highway, despite proposing a sub-standard offer. It could be the politician redirecting public investments
to his hometown rather than to the region most in need. It could be the public official embezzling funds
for school renovations to build his private villa. It could be the manager recruiting an ill-suited friend for
a high-level position. Or, it could be the local official demanding bribes from ordinary citizens to get
access to a new water pipe. At the end of the day, those hurt most by corruption are the world’s weakest
and most vulnerable.
Why Fight Corruption?
Corruption is one of the main obstacles to sustainable economic, political and social development, for
developing, emerging and developed economies alike.
Overall, corruption reduces efficiency and increases inequality. Estimates show that the cost of corruption
equals more than 5% of global GDP (US$ 2.6 trillion, World Economic Forum) with over US$ 1 trillion
paid in bribes each year (World Bank). It is not only a question of ethics; we simply cannot afford such
waste.
1. Corruption increases the cost of doing business
First, bribes and drawn-out negotiations to bargain them add additional costs to a transaction. Second,
corruption brings with it the risk of prosecution, important penalties, blacklisting and reputational
damage. Third, engaging in bribery creates business uncertainty, as such behaviour does not necessarily
guarantee business to a company; there can always be another competing company willing to offer a
higher bribe to tilt the business in its favour.
8

“The Rationale for Fighting Corruption” (OECD, 2013), online: <http://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/49693613.pdf>.
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On the macro level, corruption distorts market mechanisms, like fair competition and deters domestic and
foreign investments, thus stifling growth and future business opportunities for all stakeholders. IMF
research has shown that investment in corrupt countries is almost 5% less than in countries that are
relatively corruption-free. The World Economic Forum estimates that corruption increases the cost of
doing business by up to 10% on average. Siemens, the German engineering giant, had to pay penalties of
US$ 1.6 billion in 2008 to settle charges that it routinely engaged in bribery around the world. A
significant negative impact of corruption on a country’s capital productivity has been proven (Lambsdorff
2003).
2. Corruption leads to waste or the inefficient use of public resources
As a result of corruption, investments are not allocated to sectors and programmes which present the best
value for money or where needs are highest, but to those which offer the best prospects for personal
enrichment of corrupt politicians. Thus resources go into big infrastructure projects or military
procurement where kickbacks are high, to the detriment of sectors like education and health care.
Moreover, public tenders are assigned to the highest bribe payer, neglecting better qualified companies
not willing to bribe, which undermines the quality of the projects carried out. In some instances public
funds are simply diverted from their intended use, embezzled and exploited for private enrichment.
Corruption also slows down bureaucratic processes, as inefficient bureaucracies offer more leverage for
corrupt public officials: the longer the queue for a service, the higher the incentive for citizens to bribe to
get what they want. Finally, nepotism - in both private and public organisations - brings incompetent
people into power, weakening performance and governance.
Several studies provide evidence of the negative correlation between corruption and the quality of
government investments, services and regulations. For example, child mortality rates in countries with
high levels of corruption are about one third higher than in countries with low corruption, infant mortality
rates are almost twice as high and student dropout rates are five times as high (Gupta et al. 2011).
Numbers on the monetary loss due to corruption vary, but are alarming. The African Union (2002)
estimates that 25% of the GDP of African states, amounting to US$148 billion, is lost to corruption every
year. The US health care programmes Medicare and Medicaid estimate that 5% to 10% of their annual
budget is wasted as a result of corruption.
3. Corruption excludes poor people from public services and perpetuates poverty
The poor generally lack privileged access to decision makers, which is necessary in corrupt societies to
obtain certain goods and services. Resources and benefits are thus exchanged among the rich and well
connected, excluding the less privileged. Moreover, the poor bear the largest burden [proportionate to
their income] of higher tariffs in public services imposed by the costs of corruption… They might also be
completely excluded from basic services like health care or education, if they cannot afford to pay bribes
which are requested illegally. The embezzlement or diversion of public funds further reduces the
government’s resources available for development and poverty reduction spending.
The significant impact of corruption on income inequality and the negative effect of corruption on income
growth for the poorest 20% of a country have been proven empirically (Gupta et al. 2002). The World
Bank (Baker 2005) estimates that each year US$ 20 to US$ 40 billion, corresponding to 20% to 40% of
official development assistance, is stolen through high-level corruption from public budgets in developing
countries and hidden overseas. Transparency International (Global Corruption Report 2006) found that
about 35% of births in rural areas in Azerbaijan take place at home, because poor people cannot afford to
pay the high charges for care in facilities where care was supposed to be free.
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4. Corruption corrodes public trust, undermines the rule of law and ultimately delegitimizes the
state
Rules and regulations are circumvented by bribes, public budget control is undermined by illicit money
flows and political critics and the media are silenced through bribes levering out democratic systems of
checks and balances. Corruption in political processes like elections or party financing undermines the
rule of the people and thus the very foundation of democracy. If basic public services are not delivered to
citizens due to corruption, the state eventually loses its credibility and legitimacy.
As a result, disappointed citizens might turn away from the state, retreat from political processes, migrate
– or – stand up against what they perceive to be the corrupt political and economic elites. The global
uprisings from the Arab world to India, Brazil and occupy Wall Street are proving that business as usual
can no longer be an option for a number of countries.
END OF EXCERPT
_____________________________________

1.3 Other Related Concerns About Corruption
In addition to the four concerns described above, several other concerns are worthy of specific note,
namely corruption’s impact on (i) human rights, (ii) gender equality, (iii) global security and (iv) climate
change and environmental degradation.

1.3.1 Human Rights and Corruption
In Corruption: Economic Analysis and International Law, Arnone and Borlini elaborate on the impact of
corruption on the rule of law and human rights:
Massive corrupt dynamics, indeed, weaken the basic foundations both of the representative
mechanisms underlying the separation of powers and of human rights. ... Since corruption
generates discrimination and inequality, this relationship [between human rights and
government corruption] ... bears on civil and political rights. For instance, it strengthens
the misappropriation of property in violation of legal rights ... it likely leads to the rise of
monopolies which either wipe out or gravely vitiate freedom to trade. Corruption strikes at
economic and social rights as well: the commissioning by a public entity of useless or
overpriced goods or services, and the choice of poorly performing undertakings through
perverted public procurement mechanisms are mere examples of how corruption can
endanger the second generation of human rights.
The relationship between fundamental HR and corruption could not be expressed more
vividly than in the words of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Navy Pillay:
“Let us be clear. Corruption kills. The money stolen is enough to feed the world’s hungry
every night, many of them children; corruption denies them their right to food, and in
some cases, their right to life” ... The departure point and organizational principle of the
2004 [UN Development Program’s] analyst study is that “Corruption affects the poor
disproportionately, due to their powerlessness to change the status quo and inability to pay
bribes, creating inequalities that violate their human rights.” 9

In their article “The International Legal Framework Against Corruption: Achievements and
Challenges,”10 Jan Wouters et al. note the increasing tendency to frame corruption as a human rights
9

Marco Arnone & Leonardo S Borlini, Corruption: Economic Analysis and International Law (Northampton, US: Edward Elgar,
2014) at 170–171.
10
Jan Wouters, Cedric Ryngaert & Ann Sophie Cloots, “The International Legal Framework Against Corruption: Achievements
and Challenges” (June 2013) 14:1 Melbourne J Intl L 205 at 271–273.
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issue. To help understand the link between corruption and human rights, the International Council on
Human Rights Policy divides corruption-based human rights violations into direct, indirect and remote
violations. For example, bribing a judge directly violates the right to a fair trial, while embezzling public
funds needed for social programs indirectly violates economic and social rights. Many commentators
hope this focus on human rights will create new human rights-based remedies and assist in anti-corruption
efforts.
The coupling of corruption and human rights remains an increasingly popular trend. In April 2015 in
Doha, at the thirteenth United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention and International Justice, Dean and
Executive Secretary of the International Anti-Corruption Academy, Martin Kreutner, stated, “All the
universal goals run the risk of being severely undermined by corruption. . . Corruption is the antithesis
vis-à-vis human rights, the venom vis-à-vis the rule of law, the poison for prosperity and development
and the reverse of equity and equality.”11 While recognizing the important connection between corruption
and human rights, recently some authors have further analyzed the potential dangers and limitations of
confining discussions of corruption to the language of human rights.12
Recent publications have also taken a closer look at the connection between corruption and human rights
in particular geographic areas.13 In particular, Anne Peters in her Working Paper 20 “Corruption and
Human Rights” for the Basel Institute of Governance
[https://www.baselgovernance.org/sites/collective.localhost/files/publications/corruption_and_human_rig
hts.pdf] examines the various ways corruption can be conceptualized as a human rights violation and the
advantages and disadvantages of doing so. She also examines whether it is a good idea to conceptualize
corruption as a human rights violation and concludes, with some limitations, that it is. In regard to this
latter point, she states:
BEGINNING OF EXCERPT
________________________________________

An entirely different set of questions concerns the proceedings in which such a human rights violation
might be claimed and whether the change in perspective – away from a primarily criminal law approach
to anti-corruption toward human rights – is practical in terms of legal policy and valuable in terms of legal
ethics.
Opportunity for moral and practical strengthening of the anti-corruption agenda
Proponents of endowing the anti-corruption instruments with a human rights approach believe that this
will upgrade these instruments in political and moral terms and thus ensure improved implementation of
anti-corruption measures. The classical argument is “empowerment”. The human rights approach can
elucidate the rights of persons affected by corruption, such as the rights to safe drinking water and free
11

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Press Release, “Sustainable Development, Human Rights, Freedoms Hinge on
Anti-Corruption Strategies, Speakers Say as Crime Congress Concludes High-Level Segment” (14 April 2015), online:
<http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2015/April/sustainable-development--human-rights--freedoms-hinge-on-anticorruption-strategies--speakers-say-as-crime-congress-concludes-high-level-segment.html>.
12
Cecily Rose, “The Limitations of a Human Rights Approach to Corruption” (2016) 65:2 ICLQ 450; Anne Peters, “Corruption
and Human Rights” (2015) Basel Institute on Governance Working Paper No 20, online:
<https://www.baselgovernance.org/sites/collective.localhost/files/publications/corruption_and_human_rights.pdf>.
13
See for example Kolawole Olaniyan, Corruption and Human Rights Law in Africa (Oxford: Hart, 2014); Midori Matsushima
and Hiroyuki Yamada, “Impacts of Bribery in Healthcare in Vietnam” (2016) 52:10 J of Development Studies 1479; and C Raj
Kumar, “Corruption in India: A Violation of Human Rights Promoting Transparency and the Right to Good Governance” (2015)
49:2 UC Davis L Rev 741. For more on the connection between human rights and corruption, and the implications for anticorruption efforts and remedies, see Lucy Koechlin & Magdalena Sepulveda Carmona, “Corruption and Human Rights:
Exploring the Connection” in Robert I Rotberg, ed, Corruption, Global Security, and World Order (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Brookings Institution Press, World Peace Foundation & American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2009) at 310–340 and
International Council on Human Rights Policy, Corruption and Human Rights: Making the Connection (Versoix, Switzerland:
ICHRP, 2009).
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primary education, and show them how, for instance, the misappropriation of public funds in those areas
interferes with their enjoyment of the goods to which they are entitled. In that way, affected persons
would be empowered to denounce corruption to which they otherwise would be helplessly exposed.
The UN Human Rights Council believes that the greatest advantages consist, firstly, in shifting the
existing criminal law focus of the anti-corruption instrument away from individual perpetrators toward
the systemic responsibility of the State and, secondly, in an improvement of the status of victims.
A weakness of the purely criminal law approach to anti-corruption is becoming apparent especially in
China, where the broad and indeterminate criminal offences can easily be abused to eliminate or at least
discredit political opponents. The human rights perspective shifts the focus away from repression toward
prevention and thus also away from the abusive initiation of criminal proceedings.
Finally, the shift from criminal law to human rights changes the intensity and burden of proof. While a
public servant accused of bribery or criminal breach of trust enjoys the presumption of innocence, the
human rights approach requires States to exonerate themselves before the treaty bodies when accused of
deficient anti-corruption measures. For instance, a State must demonstrate that while it is willing to allot
sufficient means to an authority, it is unable to do so due to a lack of resources. The follow-up question
would be whether statistical evidence or the mere observation of the luxurious lifestyle of high-ranking
politicians would be sufficient to corroborate the misappropriation of public funds that is presumed by the
practice of the CESCR and also by the UN Convention against Corruption. Article 20 UNCAC calls upon
States parties to “consider” establishing “illicit enrichment” as a criminal offence. Under such a criminal
law provision, a significant increase in the assets of a public official that he or she cannot reasonably
explain in relation to his or her lawful income could be punished. Such an implicit presumption of guilt is
problematic in terms of the rule of law.
Practical recommendations
The practical strategy implied by this change in perspective would be mutual mainstreaming. Human
rights mainstreaming of anti-corruption efforts would mean that the realization of human rights would be
one of the anti-corruption goals from the outset. In legal practice, this would imply an interpretation of all
criminal offences relating to corruption in a way that takes into account human rights. On a
complementary basis, anti-corruption mainstreaming of all human rights procedures should be
implemented. The implementation of this recommendation would include the following: In the work of
the human rights treaty bodies, the guidelines for all country reports and for all country-specific
concluding observations of the committees as well as the mandates of the human rights special
rapporteurs should include corruption as a checkpoint that must be addressed. Not only human rights
NGOs, but also specialized anti-corruption NGOs should be allowed to participate in the Universal
Periodic Review as well as in treaty-specific monitoring. One might also conceive of a “General Comment on Corruption and Human Rights” that would apply to all treaties. Finally, an anti-corruption
mandate could be included in the international standards for the national human rights institutions.
The practical benefit of the change in perspective is diminished, however, in that the international
mechanisms are themselves weak when it comes to enforcing human rights. The options for individual
complaints at the international level are limited − but some openings do exist, for example individual
communications to various Human Rights Treaty Bodies. Of course, it should not be forgotten that the
domestic institutions are the primary enforcers of international human rights. If a domestic court were to
condemn organs of the State for a violation of human rights through corruption, this would be a
comparatively strong sanction. In many States, however, this is not to be expected, due to corruption in
the justice system. This means that “empowerment” through human rights remains more symbolic than
practical.
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Nations where corruption is rampant also tend to have a large proportion of the
population living in poverty – such as the people in this shanty town – while the
countries’ leaders may be diverting millions from national wealth to Swiss bank
accounts for their personal benefit.

....
What I will attempt to demonstrate in this book is that while bribery and corruption may have cultural
connotations and roots, they are morally and economically indefensible. This book places its focus on the
relationship between corruption and poverty. It has two major themes.
First, there is the need for world leaders to address the growing disparities between the rich and poor
nations. How big is this gap and what are the trends? As David Landes highlights in The Wealth and
Poverty of Nations, "The difference in income per head between the richest industrial nation, say
Switzerland, and the poorest non-industrial country, Mozambique, is about 400 to 1. Two hundred and
fifty years ago, this gap between richest and poorest was perhaps 5 to 1…It is estimated that in today's
world, 20,000 people perish every day from extreme poverty (some argue that the figure is 50,000 daily
deaths from poverty-related causes).
[Note: The enormous gulf globally between the rich and the poor continues to grow. For a
compelling account of this income inequality and of the dangers it creates, see: Joseph Stiglitz,
The Great Divide: Unequal Societies and What We Can do About Them (WW Norton & Co,
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2015).]
Second, there is a need to deal with bribery and corruption, a growing activity that is getting completely
out of hand, and one of the key factors that is slowing growth and reducing economic opportunities in the
developing world.
I then argue that conventional approaches to battling poverty and corruption have not worked and need to
be examined. We need to begin thinking and acting creatively to develop a new paradigm. Executing
corrupt officials (25 officials have met this fate in China in the past four years) is not the answer for
progressive nations with a respect for human rights and the rule of law.
The two themes mentioned above are closely interconnected. The poverty of the world's poor nations is
significantly exacerbated through bribery and corruption. Later on I will describe the high degree of
correlation between poverty and corruption. Not only do the problems of income distribution amongst the
political elites, the working poor, and the poverty-stricken become more exaggerated, but it saps hope.
Corruption also leads to political instability, donor fatigue, and the disappearance of much needed
investment capital in the affected countries.
....
We know that disparities between the rich and poor nations are not a function of poverty alone. In fact,
corruption is not an unknown phenomenon in the so-called developed world…There are many underlying
reasons for the wealth and income disparities. Some of these factors are not controllable, whereas
corruption, with political will, can be controlled.
....
Quite clearly, corruption is a disease that affects every functioning aspect of governments. To better
understand the correlation between corruption and good governance, researcher Tony Hahn created an
Index of Public Governance (IPG). Hahn uses three levels of measurement to compute the index, drawing
on data from the Freedom House's 2004 indices of political rights and civil liberties, Transparency
International's 2004 Corruptions Perceptions Index, and the Economic Freedom of the World's 2004
annual report [these indices are further discussed in Section 4 of this chapter]. Each set of data represents
a democratic and capitalist perspective of government based on the fundamentals that good governance
ensures the ability of citizens to vote, encourages free enterprise, improves quality of life, and allows
citizens to exercise their civil liberties.
Hahn's Index ranks 114 countries, revealing New Zealand at the top of the list with the highest model of
good governance with a ranking of 9.45 out of 10. Following closely behind are Finland, Switzerland,
Iceland, and Denmark. Also included in the top 10 are the United Kingdom, with a ranking of 9.2, and
Australia and Canada, each of which have a perfect score in the areas of political rights and civil liberties.
Surprisingly the United States missed the top 10 by one, ranking eleventh with a score of only 8.2 on
economic freedom.
Most importantly, however, are the results for Africa. The first of the African countries to make the list is
Botswana, which ranks 29th with a score of 7.52, with Mauritius and South Africa following closely
behind. What is interesting about this, as Hahn points out, is that unemployment in Botswana is over 20
per cent and a third of the population is living with HIV/AIDS. Comparing the Index rankings with
indicators of development such as life expectancy and literacy, Botswana is gravely behind South Africa
and Mauritius, with a life expectancy at 33.38 years—less than half the expected age of Mauritians.
Another African nation worth noting is war-torn Sierra Leone, which ranks 74th on the Index of Public
Governance, ahead of both Russia (91st place) and China (99th place). Yet in comparison to indicators of
development, China and Russia also greatly surpass Sierra Leone.
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Hahn points to history and culture to explain why a country can have a positive ranking in the Index of
Public Governance and a low incidence of development. He argues that if countries that have the
foundations of good governance continue with their efforts, development will follow. This means if
countries like Sierra Leone stick to the path of comparatively good governance, while countries like
Russia do not, then the indicator of development should rise for Sierra Leone in comparison with Russia.
In fact, Hahn's hypothesis on the relationship between corruption and poverty appears to be supported in a
correlation analysis between Hahn's IPG and GDP per capita.
....
However, good governance is not the only indicator of corruption—poverty plays a role as well.
Governance, Corruption, and Economic Performance recently published by the IMF, includes studies on
the impact of corruption on economic performance. Amongst the findings are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

social indicators (e.g. child mortality rate, school drop-out rates) are worse where corruption is high;
countries with higher corruption tend to have lower per capita income, a higher incidence of poverty
and greater income inequality;
tax revenue is lower in more corrupt countries;
transition economies that have made more progress on structural reform tend to be less corrupt; and
decentralization of taxation and spending improves governance.

....
Corruption and Society
In a December 2005 document, "Controlling Corruption: A Handbook for Arab Politicians,” a number of
negative impacts of corruption on society were identified...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Substitutes personal gain for public good;
Prevents or makes it more difficult for governments to implement laws and policies;
Changes the image of politicians and encourages people to go into politics for the wrong reasons;
Undermines public trust in politicians and in political institutions and processes;
Erodes international confidence in the government;
Encourages cynicism and discourages political participation;
Can contribute to political instability, provoke coups d'etat, and lead to civil wars;
Perverts the conduct and results of elections, where they exist;
Keeps the poor politically marginalized;
Consolidates political power and reduces political competition;
Delays and distorts political development and sustains political activity based on patronage, clienteles
and money;
Limits political access to the advantage of the rich;
Reduces the transparency of political decision-making.

....
For politicians in Mexico, when it comes to dealing with the drug lords, the choices are very clear—take
the money and run and turn a blind eye; or have you and your family face the consequences of violence
turned against you. It becomes even more difficult for a politician attempting to fight the drug lords when
the police themselves are corrupt, and when judges are also bribed. It takes a brave politician to buck this
trend.
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Corruption is not only related to regular crime, however; the downing of a Russian passenger airliner in
August 2004 by terrorists highlights how corruption and terrorism can be linked. It is alleged that the
terrorist who blew up one of the planes was initially denied boarding the aircraft because of some
irregularities with her documentation. However, a bribe approximating US $50 was paid—allowing her to
board the aircraft and eventually blow it up, causing the death of 46 people.
In conclusion, corruption has enormous implications for developing countries. It undermines democratic
processes, carries with it a huge economic cost, and corruption can lead to political unrest. But corruption
also impacts countries with more developed economies and it is this to aspect that we now turn our
attention.
....
Developed countries are not immune from corruption—it is more a question of order of magnitude, and
the level of damage that corruption can cause in the respective jurisdictions. Many or all the negative
consequences associated with corruption for developing countries apply to the more developed
economies. There are, however, some additional and unique considerations for the industrialized world.
There is an economic cost of bribery that is reflected in a higher cost of doing business in corrupt
countries. This limits levels of foreign direct investment by developed countries in developing and
emerging economies. Corruption in developing countries has undoubtedly changed world migration
patterns as people flee their home countries out of disgust and/or the desire to improve the quality of their
lives. They may flee their country of birth if they are being persecuted for exposing corrupt practices, or
when bribery has caused greater health, safety, and environmental risks.
END OF EXCERPT
_____________________________________

2. THE MANY FACES OF CORRUPTION
2.1 No Universal Definition of Corruption
Corruption is not a singular concept; it comes in many forms and occurs in both hidden and open places.
It is truly a global phenomenon; no country is corruption free. Although global in its nature, there is no
global consensus on a universal definition of corruption. The definition and public perception of what
behaviour constitutes corruption will vary to some extent depending on the social, political and economic
structure of each society. For example, the line between lawful gift-giving and unlawful bribery can be
difficult to pinpoint. Some countries have more prevalent social, political and economic customs of giftgiving. In many Asian countries, for example, gift-giving is, or until recently has been, part of a complex
socio-economic custom. In China, that custom is called guanxi.69 The line between gifts and bribes can
also change over time within a country. Indeed, over the past 50-75 years, this has taken place rapidly in
many countries with the unrelenting march of the market economy into so-called “developing
countries.”70
69

A Smart, “Gifts, Bribes and Guanxi: A Reconsideration of Bourdieu’s Social Capital” (1993) 8:3 Cultural Anthropology 388.
For example, P Verhezen, in “Gifts and Alliances in Java” (2002) 9:1 J European Ethics Network 56, argues that the traditional
Javanese norms of harmony and respect have been replaced by economic values encouraging individualistic consumption and
accumulation rather than sharing of communal wealth. He states that “the [traditional Javanese] logic of the gift and its inherent
70
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Although cultural difference may affect the nature, extent and kinds of “corruption” in different states,
this absence of universal agreement does not mean there is no consensus at all on the meaning of
corruption. The UN Convention Against Corruption does not define the word corruption. Instead, it
adopts the pragmatic approach of describing a number of specific behaviours that parties to the
Convention must criminalize as corrupt, and other specific behaviours that state parties should at least
consider criminalizing. Thus, in a legal sense, corruption is the type of behaviour that a state has defined
as corrupt. Chapter 2 of this book is devoted to an examination of the forms of conduct that have been
defined as crimes of bribery or corruption.
“Corruption” is best seen as a broad, generic concept. Transparency International’s definition of
corruption best captures this generic flavour: “corruption is the abuse of entrusted power for private gain.”
The essence of corruption is the combination of three elements: abuse, entrusted power and private gain.
The abuse of entrusted power must be more than accidental or negligent; it must be intentional or
knowing. TI’s definition includes abuse of power by public officials (sometimes called public corruption)
as well as abuse of entrusted power by private citizens in business (also called private corruption).71
Private corruption is often dealt with through offences like theft, embezzlement, or the offering and
accepting of secret commissions. When describing corruption, adjectives are often used to indicate the
context or form of the corruption in question, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

grand corruption and petty corruption
public or private corruption
domestic or local corruption versus foreign corruption
systemic versus occasional corruption
supply-side corruption (i.e. offering or giving bribes) versus demand-side corruption (i.e.
requesting or receiving bribes), which are also sometimes called active corruption (for the briber)
and passive corruption (for the bribed official)
administrative corruption versus state capture72
political corruption as a species of public corruption, including some forms of financial
contributions to political parties and election campaigns, patronage, cronyism and various forms
of vote buying
books and records offences, which are accounting offences designed to hide the giving or
accepting of bribes

three-fold structure of obligation [harmony, hierarchy, respect and reciprocity] are [now] used for personal gain, not maintaining
a social order. ... The rhetoric and ceremonial forms of a traditional culture are used to camouflage what are in fact business or
commercial, and in extreme cases even extortionary relationships.” This example is cited by Douglas W Thompson, “A Merry
Chase Around the Gift/Bribe Boundary”, a 2008 LLM Thesis, Faculty of Law, University of Victoria, at 54-56. Thompson (in
Chapter 2) also describes a somewhat similar shift in ancient Athens, whereby some traditionally proper gifting became unethical
and illegal as Athens society changed.
71
In “The Law and Economics of Bribery and Extortion” (2010) 6:1 Ann Rev L & Soc Sci 217, Susan Rose-Ackerman notes that
many jurisdictions do not criminalize private-to-private bribery unless accompanied by some other offence like extortion. In spite
of this lack of criminalization, Rose-Ackerman is clear that private-to-private bribery has the potential for broader negative
impacts, such as the development of monopolies harmful to consumers and suppliers, diluted product quality and limited entry
for new businesses.
72
Arnone and Borlini in Corruption: Economic Analysis and International Law (Northampton, US: Edward Elgar, 2014) at 2
explain that administrative corruption “concerns all public employees’ or public officials’ actions for private gain that distort the
application and enforcement of existing laws or rules; generally, these actions grant exemptions or tax allowances to specific
agents. Alternatively, they are aimed at giving priority access to public services to an elite of agents.” State capture, according to
Arnone and Borlini, encompasses “all illegal actions aimed at influencing the decision-making process of policy making in the
different spheres of the life of a country.” Instead of being held accountable through public scrutiny and opinion, authorities in a
situation of state capture exploit “illegal and secret channels that aim at favoring the interests of specific groups at the expense of
everybody else. These channels are clearly accessible only to a limited group of ‘insiders’ at the expense of those who are
‘outsiders’ and do not participate in bribery.” State capture is also briefly discussed in Chapter 11, Section 1.1.
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Adam Graycar and Tim Prenzler, in their very readable primer on corruption, Understanding and
Preventing Corruption,73 further suggest (in Chapter 1) that corruption should be examined in the context
of four components: types, activities, sectors and places (TASP). They describe the nature and meaning of
each of these components. For example, types of corruption include bribery, abuse of discretion, trading
in influence and patronage. Corruption can take place through a variety of activities, including the making
of public appointments, the procurement of public goods, the delivery of public services and the
regulation and auditing of administrative tasks and obligations. Corruption can occur in any sector of
society including construction, extractive industries, municipal governance, immigration, education,
health care, sports (especially at the international level) and law enforcement. And finally, corruption can
take place internationally, nationally, regionally and locally, in workplaces, governments and corporate
offices.
Another analytic tool for describing corruption is the 4 W’s—who, what, where and why. The “who”
describes the various actors (e.g. political leaders, government employees, and corporate agents and
executives) involved in corruption events and the “what” describes the size (petty or grand), the frequency
(rare or common) and the type of corruption offences being committed (e.g. bribery of a government
official to obtain a government procurement contract or influence peddling in appointments to
administrative boards and tribunals). The “where” describes both the place (national or international) and
the sector (public works, law enforcement, etc.). Finally, the “why” deals with the purposes or motives for
engaging in corruption (including financial need, the need for acceptance and friendship, competition and
the desire to succeed, promotion of perceived efficiency, greed, etc.).

2.2 Imposing Western Definitions of Corruption Globally
Some commentators74 claim that the developed Western countries have imposed their conception of
corruption on the rest of the world via international anti-corruption instruments. These instruments are
heavily focused on the Western economic priorities of fostering international trade and leveling the
playing field for competing businesses. As a result, the international conventions focus on economic
corruption of foreign officials rather than more subtle yet venomous forms of political corruption, such as
corrupt party and campaign financing, cronyism or vote-buying.
The history of UNCAC and the OECD Convention (outlined in more detail in Section 6 below) explains
why those conventions focus primarily on the grand corruption of political leaders in foreign states when
securing lucrative contracts as opposed to political corruption. The concern over grand corruption in
foreign countries is relatively recent. The history of that concern is recounted in Section 6 of this chapter.
In short, the Watergate investigation led to the revelation of large, illegal presidential campaign
contributions by prominent corporations through offshore subsidiaries. Further, the investigation revealed
a systemic practice of corporate bribery of foreign public officials. Public outrage led to the enactment of
the 1977 US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, which made it an offence for US corporations to bribe
foreign officials in order to obtain contracts abroad. Surprisingly, bribery of foreign officials was not an
offence in any other country. Bribes paid in a foreign country to a foreign official were viewed as a matter
for that foreign country. Indeed, bribes to foreign officials were tax deductible as an expense of doing
business. Not surprisingly, American companies complained loudly that the FCPA put them at a serious
competitive disadvantage in obtaining foreign government contracts, since other industrial countries were
continuing to bribe foreign officials. Rather than reverse course and decriminalize bribery of foreign
public officials, the American government undertook an intense international campaign to bring the major
73

Adam Graycar & Tim Prenzler, Understanding and Preventing Corruption (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).
See, for example, T Polzer, “Corruption: Deconstructing the World Bank Discourse” (2001) Development Studies Institute,
London School of Economics and Political Science Working Paper I. Polzer notes that the word “corruption” has no equivalent in
many languages. See also A Gupta, “Blurred Boundaries: The Discourse of Corruption, the Culture of Politics, and the Imagined
State” (1990) 22:2 Am Ethnologist 375; E Harrison, “Unpacking the Anti-Corruption Agenda: Dilemmas for Anthropologists”
(2006) 34:1 Oxford Development Studies 16.
74
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economic countries of the world into line with the American position. The US succeeded with the coming
into force of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention in 1999, followed by the broader UNCAC in 2005.
As this history demonstrates, the international conventions on corruption were born from American
concerns about loss of international business and the absence of fair competition. As discussed in Section
6 of this chapter, during UNCAC’s negotiation, Austria, France and the Netherlands advocated for
regulations to increase the transparency of elections and campaign financing, but the US opposed this
inclusion. Instead, Article 6 of the Convention merely requires state parties to consider implementing
measures to increase transparency in elections and campaign financing.
Few commentators argue that grand corruption of foreign public officials should not be criminalized.
However, there is merit to the observation that the international conventions focus too exclusively on
Western concerns regarding economic trade. One could argue that Western countries display a double
standard by roundly denouncing foreign economic bribery while failing to promote global standards
regarding political corruption.

2.3 The Prevalence of Corruption
Section 4 of this chapter discusses the different methods for measuring the prevalence of corruption
nationally and globally. But one doesn’t need sophisticated measuring devices to know that corruption is
rampant world-wide. One need only peruse the news over the past year or two to see the variety of
people, places and activities involved in corruption. This section sets out briefly some of these corruption
scandals. For example, nine US Navy officers were recently charged with accepting cash, hotel expenses
and the services of prostitutes in exchange for providing classified US Navy information to a defence
contractor in Singapore.75 In May, 2015, 31 executives at a Chinese mobile carrier were punished for
creating a “small coffer” by inflating conference expenses and secretly keeping client gifts. The “small
coffer” funds were then used for lavish entertainments.76 In May, 2015, BHP Billiton, a mining giant,
agreed to pay $25 million to settle charges laid by the US Securities Exchange Commission after BHP
paid for government officials from various countries to attend the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. The officials
were connected to pending contract negotiations or regulatory issues involving BHP.77 Malawi’s
“cashgate” has been unfolding since 2013, when investigations into the siphoning of millions of dollars
by civil servants began. In a recent development, two top Malawian army officers were arrested for their
involvement in the siphoning of $40 million under the guise of ordering new military uniforms that never
materialized.78 In June, 2015, a Beijing traffic police officer stood trial for accepting $3.9 million in
bribes in exchange for privileged license plates.79 In the same month, a New Jersey cardiologists’ practice
agreed to pay $3.6 million to settle allegations that it had falsely billed federal health care programs for
medically unnecessary tests.80
In March of 2016, the South African Supreme Court ruled that President Jacob Zuma had breached the
constitution by failing to pay back the $23 million of taxpayers’ money he had used to upgrade his private
75

Richard L Cassin, “Navy Officer Is Ninth Defendant to Plead Guilty in ‘Fat Leonard’ Bribe Scandal”, The FCPA Blog (16
April 2015), online: <http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2015/4/16/navy-officer-is-ninth-defendant-to-plead-guilty-in-fatleona.html>.
76
Hui Zhi, “’Small Coffers’ at China Telecom Paid for Feasts and Prostitutes”, The FCPA Blog (22 May 2015), online:
<http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2015/5/22/small-coffers-at-china-telecom-paid-for-feasts-and-prostitut.html>.
77
Richard L Cassin, “BHP Billiton Pays $25 Million to Settle Olympics FCPA Offences”, The FCPA Blog (20 May 2015),
online: <http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2015/5/20/bhp-billiton-pays-25-million-to-settle-olympics-fcpa-offense.html>.
78
“Two Top Army Officers Arrested in Malawi’s Corruption Probe”, The New York Times (13 May 2015).
79
Hui Zhi, “Beijing: Traffic Cop Made $2.9 Million Selling Lucky License Plates”, The FCPA Blog (4 June 2015), online:
<http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2015/6/4/beijing-traffic-cop-made-39-million-selling-lucky-license-pl.html>.
80
Richard L Cassin, “New Jersey Cardiologists Pay $3.6 for False Claims Settlement, Whistleblower Awarded $650,000”, The
FCPA Blog (4 June 2015), online: <http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2015/6/4/new-jersey-cardiologists-pay-36-for-false-claimssettlement.html>.
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residence. He had used the money to fund additions to his home in Nkandla including a cattle enclosure,
an amphitheatre, a swimming pool, a visitor centre and a chicken run. Since then, further allegations of
corruption against Zuma have surfaced.81
In November of 2016, JPMorgan Chase agreed to pay $246 million in fines in a settlement with US
officials, admitting to have hired unqualified children of China’s ruling elite in exchange for gaining
lucrative business.82 In December, 2014, Alstom, a Paris-based company, was ordered to pay $772
million in criminal penalties to settle charges under the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The charges
related to $75 million in bribes paid by Alstom to public officials in Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and
the Bahamas in order to win contracts.83
In May, 2015, four of the world’s largest banks (JP Morgan Chase, Citigroup, Barclays and the Royal
Bank of Scotland) pled guilty to systematic rigging of the currency markets for profit between 2007 and
2013. While paying a total of more than $5 billion in fines, the impact and size of that fine can be put in
perspective by noting that JP Morgan Chase earned $4.1 billion from its currency business in the first
quarter of 2015.84
In June 2015, Chinese state media reported that Zhou Yongkang, former security czar and former member
of the Politburo Standing Committee, was sentenced to life imprisonment in a one-day closed trial. Mr.
Zhou admitted to accepting a bribe of $26 million and a similar bribe for his son and daughter. Those
bribes only form part of the estimated $16 billion that Mr. Zhou is said to have pilfered. Mr. Zhou is the
most senior Chinese official to be convicted of corruption in an ongoing campaign to reduce corruption
by making examples of President Xi Jinping’s political rivals, such as Bo Xilai in 2013.85
In Brazil, a major corruption scandal has been unfolding since 2014 involving Brazil’s state-owned oil
company Petrobras. Brazilian prosecutors allege that bribery and kickback schemes at Petrobras involved
about $2 billion in bribes and illicit funds. The country’s biggest construction companies and many
individuals have been charged with corruption-related offences over the past year. For example,
Petrobras’ former engineering director, Renato Duque, was arrested in November 2014 for allegedly
taking $1 million in bribes and $174,000 worth of art in exchange for favouring one company in a bid for
an undersea gas pipeline contract. In June 2015, five senior executives of construction companies were
arrested in relation to alleged kickback and overbilling schemes between contractors and officials at
Petrobras. Petrobras is also pursuing civil lawsuits against engineering and construction firms to recover
funds tied to corruption. The former CEO of Petrobras, along with five other executives, resigned in
February 2015 and two million people protested across Brazil in response to the scandal in March 2015.
More protests against corruption at Petrobras took place in August 2015, with many protestors calling for
President Dilma Rousseff to step down. In late August 2015, the speaker of the lower house of congress,
Eduardo Cunha, was charged with corruption for allegedly accepting $5 million in bribes in connection
with the construction of two Petrobras drilling ships. In September 2015, the former presidential chief-ofstaff was charged with corruption due to his alleged involvement in kickback schemes at Petrobras.
Prosecutors also allege that bribe money connected to the Petrobras scandal has made its way to the ruling
81

“Jacob Zuma Corruption Report Blocked in South Africa”, BBC News (14 October 2016), online:
<http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-37655939>.
82
Matt Egan, “JP Morgan Fined for Hiring Kids of China’s Elite to Win Business”, CNN Money (17 November 2016), online:
<http://money.cnn.com/2016/11/17/investing/jpmorgan-china-hiring-bribery-settlement/index.html>.
83
Richard L Cassin, “Alstom Pays $772 Million for FCPA Settlement, SFO Brings New Charges” The FCPA Blog (22
December 2014), online: <http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2014/12/22/alstom-pays-772-million-for-fcpa-settlement-sfo-bringsnew-c.html>.
84
Michael Corkery & Ben Protess, “Rigging of Foreign Exchange Market Makes Felons of Top Banks”, The New York Times
(20 May 2015), online: <http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/21/business/dealbook/5-big-banks-to-pay-billions-and-plead-guiltyin-currency-and-interest-rate-cases.html?_r=0>.
85
Nathan Vanderklippe, “Former Chinese Security Czar Jailed for Life”, The Globe and Mail (12 June 2015). See also Gerry
Ferguson, “China’s Deliberate Non-Enforcement of Foreign Corruption: A Practice That Needs to End” (2017) 50:3 The
International Lawyer (publication pending).
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party’s campaign coffers.86 As of March 2016, the government of Brazil had charged 179 people with
criminal offences in relation to the scandal and had secured 93 convictions.87 In May of 2016, President
Rouseff was suspended from her position as President in order to face an impeachment trial. In August
2016, by a 61 to 20 vote of the Senate, Rousseff was convicted of manipulating the federal budget in
order to conceal the country’s financial problems, impeached, and removed from office.88
Since Brazil’s new president, Michel Temer, and his conservative government have come into power,
another scandal has come to light. Brazilian police have launched an investigation into fraudulent
investments made by large pension funds of state-run companies whose board members were appointed
by politicians. The pension funds implicated in the investigation controlled 280 billion reals
(approximately US$87 billion) in assets in 2015, and the fraud scheme is valued at approximately 8
billion reals (approximately US$2.5 billion). Many of the politicians under investigation are those who
were already under investigation in connection with the Petrobras scandal.89 Eight of the ten cases upon
which the investigation is based involved allegedly fraudulent or reckless investments made by the
companies’ equity investment divisions.90 Forty senior financiers and executives have been ordered to
temporarily step down from their positions, abstain from capital market activity, and forfeit their
passports.91 The most noteworthy of such executives is the chief executive of JBS, the world’s largest
beef exporter.92
And nearly the whole world knows about the corruption charges laid against senior FIFA officials by the
US.93 FIFA officials have been indicted based on allegations that they took part in accepting bribes and
kickbacks over the course of 24 years. The officials are alleged to have accepted bribes in relation to past
bidding processes for hosting rights and in the awarding of broadcasting and marketing rights for various
tournaments. The US trial date has been tentatively set to begin in February, 2017. Former FIFA
President Sepp Blatter, resigned just four days after his re-election in June 2015 because of the allegations
of corruption. Blatter, who is not facing charges in the US, has said that he will defend FIFA in the US
trial.94 In March 2016, FIFA filed a victim statement and request for restitution. In the restitution claim,
FIFA argues that its organization as a whole was not corrupt, but rather only its leaders were. As such, it
claims that some of the $290 million seized or frozen by US prosecutors should be used to compensate
the victims of the corruption: FIFA and its member associations.95 In October of 2016, former Costa
86

“Brazil’s Former Presidential Chief of Staff Charged with Corruption”, The Guardian (4 September 2015), online:
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Joe Leahy, “What Is the Petrobras Scandal that Is Engulfing Brazil?”, Financial Times (13 March 2016), online:
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Anthony Boadle, “Brazil’s New Government Buffeted by Pension Fund Scandal”, Reuters (6 September 2016), online:
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Rican soccer federation president and member-elect to FIFA’s executive committee, Eduardo Li, plead
guilty in a federal court in Brooklyn to charges in connection with the FIFA scandal. He admitted to
accepting hundreds of thousands of dollars in bribes for awards of contracts for media, marketing, and
sponsorship rights. He also admitted to accepting bribes in connection to friendly matches and admitted to
embezzling $90,000 sent by FIFA to the Costa Rican soccer federation for the 2014 Under 17 FIFA
Women’s World Cup tournament. So far, Li is among 17 people and 2 entities who have plead guilty to
charges in connection with the FIFA investigation.96
In Switzerland, authorities are probing the possibility of corruption in the bidding process for the
upcoming World Cups in Qatar and Russia. According to Domenico Scala, the chairman of FIFA’s
compliance and audit committee, Qatar and Russia could be denied the opportunity to host the World cup
if evidence of bribery in the bidding process comes to light. In June, 2015, Switzerland announced they
were investigating 53 “suspicious activity reports” in respect to the possible laundering of bribes in
connection to the hosting of the 2018 (Russia) and 2022 (Qatar) World Cups. Sepp Blatter, who is a
Swiss citizen, is involved in this investigation. By September, 2015, Swiss Attorney General, Michael
Lauber, had stated that 121 suspicious banking transactions were being investigated. Since then, a
spokesman for the Attorney General’s office has stated that the number of incidents under investigation
had surpassed 200. Swiss officials have estimated that the case will not proceed to trial until at least the
end of 2020.97 Former UEFA President Michel Platini was initially expected to succeed Blatter as
President of FIFA, but that was prevented as he is under investigation by Swiss authorities in regard to a
$200,000 payment he received from Sepp Blatter in 2011.98 Gianni Infantino, former General Secretary of
UEFA, has taken over for Blatter as President of FIFA since his election in February of 2016.99
And elsewhere, the Panama Papers have prompted widespread shock and concerns about tax evasion,
laundering of proceeds of corruption, and other secretive financial dealings facilitated by offshore
accounts and shell companies. In 2014, Bastian Obermayer, a journalist with the German newspaper
Suddeutsche Zeitung, received an anonymous telephone call. Shortly thereafter, Bastian Obermayer and
his colleague Frederik Obermaier received the 11.5 million documents that are now known as the Panama
Papers.100 The leaked documents came from the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca, which
specializes in secretive offshore banking for the wealthy.101 The International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ) managed a team of 370 journalists from roughly 100 media organizations across 70
countries, which finally published the first coverage of the Panama Papers in April of 2016.102 Of course,
not all offshore accounts are used for illegal activities, but because of their secrecy they are often used for
money laundering, bribery, and tax evasion.103 Even evidence in the Panama Papers of legal, but perhaps
immoral, tax avoidance has prompted backlash against the some of the world’s most powerful and
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wealthy individuals and companies. Internationally, the revelations in the Panama Papers have instigated
proposals for tax reform and calls for sanctions against countries that operate as tax havens.
The Panama Papers contain information about a multitude of politicians such as Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko and King Salman of Saudi Arabia. Russian President Vladimir Putin’s associates and family
members of Chinese President Xi Jinping and are also mentioned.104 On April 5, 2016, Sigmunder David
Gunnlaugsson stepped down from his position as Prime Minister of Iceland in response to protests
following the the release of the Panama Papers. The documents showed that Gunnlaugsson’s wife owned
an offshore company that held millions of dollars in debt from collapsed Icelandic banks.105 Shortly after
he took over as President of FIFA, Gianni Infantino became the subject of an investigation by the Swiss
Federal Police because the Panama Papers included a contract signed years earlier by Infantino when he
was at UEFA. The contract suggests that Infantino may have sold broadcast rights below market price
only to have them sold later at a far higher price.106 While serving as Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom, David Cameron came under scrutiny because the Panama Papers revealed that his late father
owned an offshore investment fund called Blairmore Holdings. While he initially denied having profited
from the investments, on April 7, 2016, Cameron admitted that he had sold shares in the company for
more than £30,000 shortly before becoming Prime Minister. Although there is no suggestion that the fund
facilitated any illegal activity, Cameron’s lack of transparency was criticized.107 The Papers further
revealed that three of Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s children owned offshore assets not
included on his family’s wealth statement.108 On November 3, 2016, the highest court of Pakistan
appointed a commission to investigate Sharif’s finances after months of disagreement between Pakistan
government and opposition party as to the terms of reference for the commission.109 The Panama Papers
also revealed that entrepreneurs and corrupt public officials in several African countries such as Nigeria,
Algeria, and Sierra Leone used shell companies to hide profits from the sale of natural resources and to
hide bribes paid in order to gain access to the resources.110
In other financial news, the US corruption case against Och-Ziff Capital Management, a major hedge
fund company, was settled in September of 2016. The corruption perpetrated by the hedge fund involved
payments of bribes totaling over $100 million to officials in Congo, Libya, Chad, Niger and Guinea to
gain influence and obtain mining assets. In the terms of the settlement, Och-Ziff, which manages $39
billion, agreed to pay $412 million in criminal and civil penalties. This payment is one of the largest that
has been approved under the United States’ Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.111 And, in January 2017, the
SEC filed a civil complaint against two former executives of Och-Zifff or the abovementioned bribery
schemes.112
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Significant controversy has also surrounded the 1MDB affair. 1MDB is a Malaysian state investment firm
launched in 2009, the same year that Najib Razak became Prime Minister of Malaysia. The fund was
supposed to be used to increase economic development in the country. By 2014, the company was over
US$11 billion in debt. In 2015, information surfaced about a suspicious $700 million payment into
Najib’s bank accounts made in 2013. This information led to investigations being launched into 1MDB in
at least six countries. Najib claimed that the transfer was a legal donation from a Saudi benefactor.113
On July 20, 2016, the United States Department of Justice filed lawsuits alleging that between 2009 and
2015 over $3.5 billion had been taken from the fund by officials of 1MDB and their associates.114 The
lawsuits outline three separate phases of the theft. The first $1 billion was allegedly obtained fraudulently
through a fictitious joint venture between 1MDB and PetroSaudi. The following two phases focus on $2.7
billion in funds that Goldman Sachs raised and diverted into a Swiss offshore company and a Singapore
bank account.115 The proceedings commenced by the US Justice Department seek to seize over $1 billion
in assets including luxury properties, art by Van Gogh and Monet, and a jet. The money from 1MDB was
also reportedly used to finance production of the film “Wolf of Wall Street.” The production company
that made the movie was cofounded by Najib Razak’s stepson, Riza Aziz. Among the several individuals
mentioned in the lawsuit is a high-ranking Malaysian official who is called “Malaysian Official 1” and
identified as a relative of Riza Aziz.116 This individual is presumed to be Prime Minister Najib Razak.117
The US proceedings that started in July of 2016 only concern seizure of assets. Criminal charges against
the individuals involved may follow.118 As of December 2016, US authorities were investigating Goldman
Sachs’ role in the scandal. Goldman has maintained that it believed the funds were used to buy legitimate
assets for 1MDB.119
Authorities in Switzerland and Singapore are also undertaking separate investigations into the 1MDB
scandal. On July 21, 2016, Singapore authorities reported having frozen or seized approximately $175
million in its investigations into transactions linked to 1MDB. They also announced forthcoming
proceedings against three large Singapore banks for their inadequate attempts to prevent moneylaundering.120 In Switzerland, authorities launched an investigation into whether or not Swiss banks were
used to misappropriate funds diverted from 1MDB. In October of 2016, Switzerland’s Office of the
Attorney General announced that a Ponzi scheme may have concealed the alleged fraud.121
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payment was made to satisfy the local custom of harambee. The Kenya government, under new
leadership argued there was no valid contract because of the bribe and the arbitration tribunal agreed with
them.214
Rose-Ackerman critiques multiple justifications she believes others use to excuse grand corruption.215
First, multinational firms argue that presenting bribes is simply an attempt to be culturally sensitive. The
author points out this excuse is invalid because the unfavourable terms of the contract, obtained because
of the bribe, negatively affected the citizens of the nation. Thus, if the firm was being culturally sensitive
they would consider the cultural needs of more than just the one public official whom they bribed.
Second, Rose-Ackerman critiques the argument used by high ranking officials that a bribe is simply a
tribute to their prestigious status, in line with cultural traditions. She critiques this argument as conflicting
with established tradition where bribes go from higher-status to lower-status individuals. If high ranking
officials were really following traditions, Rose-Ackerman claims, they would be insulted by these bribes
and reject them. Third, Rose-Ackerman states culturalists argue that grand corruption is imported from
wealthy, capitalist countries where businesses have profit-maximization as their goal. In other words, the
bribes and corruption only occur because of this western influence. She critiques this argument as too
simple because both parties, including the political leaders, must agree to make a corrupt deal and some
are willing to use the excuse of culture to justify self-gain. Thus, Rose-Ackerman assets “one needs to be
cautious in accepting at face value assertions that seemingly corrupt transactions reflect entrenched
cultural practices acceptable to most people.”216
Democratic Legitimacy and the Control of Corruption
The author asserts that a democratic state may exercise coercive power in making decisions, which may
have a greater cost on some individuals over others, as long as the state publicly justifies its exercise of
power. Furthermore, Rose-Ackerman recognizes that a democracy does not mean unanimous consent or a
lack of policymaking delegation. Broadly speaking, Rose-Ackerman believes a properly functioning
democracy is a legitimate way to organize society. However, Rose-Ackerman argues if elected officials or
bureaucrats engage in self-interested behaviour, such as corruption, this undermines the state’s claim to
legitimacy. She acknowledges that in situations where public power is bound up with paternalistic
obligations, it may be difficult to separate corrupt dealings with local practices. Nevertheless, RoseAckerman argues if corruption is allowed to take place in government, state agents will likely rewrite
rules to increase their self-gain and will create a feedback loop that weakens the legitimacy of the
government. Furthermore, Rose-Ackerman argues that “tensions between the democratic welfare state
and the private market and between that state and a country’s traditional cultural practices are all but
inevitable.”217
Therefore, Rose-Ackerman suggests that anti-corruption policy can take three paths: first, to accept the
presence of cultural norms and channel them into less destructive paths; second, to bypass cultural norms
by substituting institutions that require other skills and values; or third, to transform these cultural norms.
She also cautions that aggressive approaches to anti-corruption may destroy the goodwill and loyalty of
citizens. Rose-Ackerman acknowledges there is no easy solution to the critiques of anti-corruption efforts,
but provides eight potential areas of reform.
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1. Simple Transparency is Necessary
Rose-Ackerman argues there must be the publication of and easy access to all laws, statutes, regulations,
legal guidelines and practice manuals. Moreover, there should be an independent external audit body,
which oversees government spending.
2. External Oversight of Government Activity is Essential
Removing press restrictions and sponsoring training in investigative journalism is one solution RoseAckerman suggests in order to provide external monitoring of government action. This area of reform is
tied to the first suggestion, as civilians must have access to information before they can review it and
issue complaints.
3. Transparent and Competitive Processes for Large-Scale Procurement Should Exist
The author maintains this measure is specifically aimed at countering grand corruption, but she
recognizes there will be an occasional need for sole-source procurement. In these instances, she advises
the government should be transparent with their negotiations and attempt to obtain a high quality result at
a good price.
4. The State Should Enforce Bribery Laws Against Major Offenders both Inside and Outside of
Government
This may entail, Rose-Ackerman suggests, making special efforts to apprehend organized crime involved
in corruption.
5. Creation of a Complaint Mechanism Process to Report Bribes
Rose-Ackerman contends there should be a way for individuals and business to report bribes and have
their claims dealt with in a timely manner.
6. Reforms Should Be Made to Improve Government Function and Reduce Corruption
Rules and regulations should be studied to identify where reforms or repeals may be necessary to reduce
corruption.
7. The Working Conditions of Civil Servants and the Judiciary Should be Improved
The author argues improving the pay, working conditions and recruitment process of civil servants,
coupled with increased internal monitoring, should help reduce the likelihood of corruption.
8. Electoral Law May Need Reform
In areas where politicians are found to be corrupt, electoral law and its enforcement may need to be
reformed, Rose-Ackerman argues.
In conclusion, Rose-Ackerman acknowledges that while international treaties and civil society initiatives
aimed at curbing global corruption are a step in the right direction, their effects do not have the same “bite
as hard law” and are only a complement to much needed domestic reform. In addition, Rose-Ackerman
urges moving away from simplistic claims such as corruption is necessary because of a dysfunctional
government. Instead, Rose-Ackerman argues realistic domestic reforms, such as increasing the
effectiveness of public services and ensuring conflicts are resolved fairly, are needed to reduce
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corruption.218

7.2

The Three Authority Systems: Traditional, Patrimonial and Rational-Legal

In his article “Corruption in the Broad Sweep of History,”219 Marcus Felson uses Max Weber’s three
categories of historical authority systems to conceptualize corruption and place it within its political and
economic context.
BEGINNING OF EXCERPT
__________________________________________

Corruption is a product of the interplay between (a) primary human imperatives and (b) an economic and
social system trying to control and channel those imperatives. Primary human imperatives include both
looking after one’s personal interests and meeting social commitments to friends and relatives. A strong
tension is inherent between these primary human imperatives and the larger economic and social system.
That tension is strongest with the modern form of economic organization. Hence corruption, despite its
ancient presence, becomes especially relevant in a modern world. Although corruption becomes
especially an issue as developing nations move towards a modern world, we should not assume that the
tension will go away once they are developed.
Those aware of Max Weber (1947 [1904]) will immediately recognize the origins of the current argument
in his description and analysis of the broad sweep of economic and social history. Weber was perhaps the
greatest historical theorist of economic and social life. On the one hand, he gathered vast detail as he
studied and described each society. On the other hand, Weber summarized those details within a very
general analytical framework. Each society has a prevalent authority system that governs its behavior, and
that authority system is central for understanding it. Weber synthesized information about the broad
sweep of economic and social history with three authority systems: (a) traditional, (b) patrimonial, and (c)
rational-legal. This chapter explains his general categories, then shows why they help us to understand
and conceptualize corruption.
Within a traditional system, individuals are constrained by the rules and mores of society, but those
constraints do not stand between primary human imperatives and productivity. Thus a traditional hunting
and gathering society follows the teachings of the past and the social ties of kinship, whether or not these
lead to greater efficiency. Traditional systems often apply in agrarian societies with small village life, and
are not oriented towards a modern society. However, traditional systems may persist into the modern era.
A prime example of a traditional system is the interplay of the Hindu religion and the economy in India.
Each economic role is largely defined by caste and hence by tradition, within minimal economic
flexibility and little regard to efficiency. Within a traditional system, many economic behaviours that we
might regard as corrupt from an outside viewpoint are actually part of the rules. Thus assigning jobs by
caste and village is intrinsic to the way of life, and should not be viewed as corrupt behavior as a matter of
personal deviance, except when those collective obligations are circumvented.
The patrimonial system is very distinct from the traditional system because of its reliance on personal
rule. In this system the ruler does not distinguish between personal and public life, treating state resources
and decisions as his personal affair. The agents of the ruler act in his name and on his behalf. It is still
possible for those agents to be corrupt only in the sense that they cheat the ruler of his due. If the ruler’s
agents mistreat the citizens, they are acting within the rules of the system—so long as they send the
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proceeds back to the ruler and do not take more than their allotted share. This is quite evident in the
history of tax farmers whose job was to demand tribute and payments from the provinces. They would be
perceived as corrupt to us today, but they were not corrupt in terms of their system, unless they hid the
proceeds from the ruler in their own selfish interest. Examples of patrimony range from Roman emperors
to President Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines and Colonel Khadaffi in Libya—reflecting extension of
authority beyond a local area. This leads us to as whether such power has been established by force or by
normative authority or some combination. But regardless of the answer to that question, extracting
resources from the population is intrinsic to the system, not a violation of it.
The rational-legal system of economic and social organization has an entirely different set of expectations
from the traditional and patrimonial systems. The rational-legal system is closely related to Weber’s
textbook concept of ‘formal organization’ and bureaucracy—a word he uses in positive terms. Under this
system, all persons follow rules and fit into formal roles that are separate from the personal, family, and
friendship interests of their incumbents. The rulers and role incumbents are substitutable, so that a formal
organization persists over time, pursuing goals beyond the individual. This impersonality includes hiring
based on competence and certification, and promotion based on ability and productivity. The role
incumbents must follow rules, and must be oriented towards goal achievement beyond themselves. They
are also supposed to treat each client equally, according to the rules, ignoring personal ties and
predilections. Thus modern life conflicts fundamentally with primary human imperatives. Bureaucracy in
Weber’s terms is like a machine, since it separates personal interests (including family and friend
commitments) from interests, facilitating the latter. Yet this form of economic and social organization
only emerged in the past 200 years or less in Europe, and in most of the world did not begin to spread
until after 1950. In many parts of the world, the rational-legal form is only beginning to emerge. The
distinction between persons and positions is difficult to accept fully in any era, which helps explain why it
was so late to arrive.
Of course, Weber’s concept of rational formal organization is an ideal type. It describes the official
position of many modern societies; but that does not mean that everybody follows those rules all of the
time. Indeed, a rational-legal system creates a fundamental tension in society, because it is only natural
for each person to take care of oneself and one’s family and friends, even in in violation of general rules
and roles. Thus the rational-legal system is almost directly in conflict with primary human imperatives—
which do not go away simply because society no longer welcomes them as much as before. Indeed,
corruption has much greater potential in the rational legal system than in the traditional or patrimonial
systems of economic and social organization. The levels of corruption possible in a rational-legal system
far exceed anything possible in the traditional system, which provides more local controls and hardly
expects people to abandon their personal ties while engaging in productive work. The corruption in a
modern system also exceeds the corruption of the patrimonial system, within which one must cheat the
ruler in order to be corrupt, but the ruler and his agents extracting from everybody else is part and parcel
of that economic and social system.
The corruption potential of a rational-legal system is dramatically greater mainly because that system
conflicts with basic human tendencies. If human beings are both selfish and social, then the modern form
conflicts with each. It conflicts with the selfish tendencies because each individual has something to gain
from evading less pleasant role assignments or taking resources beyond entitlement. It conflicts with
social tendencies because each individual feels commitment to friends, family and those with less social
distance and wants to help them more than strangers. Hence treating everybody alike under the rules is
unnatural for real people.
Given its conflict with human selfishness and human sociability, the rational-legal system should have
died an early death. Yet it survives and spreads for a simple reason: this strange and hardly human form
of social and economic organization is extremely productive in material terms. It makes more cars. It
processes more customers and clients. It shortens lines and puts a chicken in every pot. And so the least
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human of social and economic systems is also the most productive. Thus our selfish and social interests
are torn between the immediate gains from violating the rules and the more general gains from following
them. The best individual solution is to break the rules yourself but get everybody else to follow them,
yielding a productive society as a whole that you can then exploit. However, if too many people do that
then the productivity of the whole system declines and the rational-legal system becomes a figment of the
imagination.
Imaginary rational-legal systems are all too common. In a way the real lesson of the 2000 Presidential
election and the case of Gore vs Bush in Florida is the corruption and mismanagement of state and local
governments in the United States. In Weber’s terms, each occupational role is assigned to a specialist,
with overlapping roles minimized. Those familiar with corruption issues will immediately recognize this
as a flaw, for the lack of overlap makes it easier for one person to corrupt the system and avoid discovery.
In contrast, overlapping makes it possible for someone else to check, or more generally for the people to
check one another.
Weber relied too much on the power of the normative system to keep each incumbent performing
properly. Here we turn to another great theorist, James Madison (1787), whose famous Federalist Paper
Number 10 explained the need for a system of checks and balances. Although Madison was considering
legislative matters, his general principle was that individuals are corruptible (in the broad sense), but that
their selfish and personal interests can be used to counter one another.
The theory of checks and balances may be the essential general theory of corruption control. In both
government and business, checks and balances are employed to protect responsible decisions and actions.
Rival political parties, parliamentary question periods, a free press, regulatory agencies, free competition
in the marketplace, overlapping roles, auditors and accountants—each of these is a special example of the
general rule that checks and balances are needed to prevent personal and social interests from impairing
efficiency and productivity. Thus Madison sought to reconcile primary human imperatives with the
requirement that everyone has a fair shake.
Modern corruption has to do with positions, and modern organization creates lots of positions demanding
that people suppress their selfish interests. In the era of traditional and patrimonial authority, corruption
was limited and modern corruption did not exist (although a more primitive and limited form of
corruption did apply, even then). When organization is poorly designed and managed, we can expect
corruption as a result; but we can also expect various organizational goals to be poorly achieved. In
fighting corruption, we must always remember what we are asking of people: to set aside personal interest
and personal ties and to follow rules for the greater impersonal good. But we must also understand that
we can never completely win the war against corruption, nor can we give it up. We can never win it
because primary human imperatives always outweigh impersonal goals. We can never give up the
struggle because our modern prosperity depends on containing these personal and social goals while on
the job. But if we don’t contain it, it grows and takes over. Like housekeeping, no vacuum sweeper works
permanently but the failure to vacuum lets a home get dirtier and dirtier.
Yet corruption cannot be controlled by assuming that people can be trained in ethics alone, since it is
impossible to talk people out of being people. But it is possible to train people to supervise one another
and hence to provide a system of checks and balances. Such a system works best when criminalization
and punishment work only at the extreme, when the system operates on a normal basis without getting to
that point. Control depends on designing more secure systems, efficient supervision, and effective checks
and balances. As technology takes new forms, it brings new opportunities for corruption and hence
demands new checking and balancing. With the march of technology, more and more value is
intangible—contained in electronic data that are not easily watched with the naked eye. But systems can
be designed to keep track of electronic data, too, thus interfering with the opportunities for corruption. As
society becomes more complex in technology, corrupt practices can more easily escape notice, at least for
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a while. But in time we learn to use technology to reduce the complexity of supervision and thence to
create methods for managing, checking, and balancing so that formal organization keeps personal and
social needs under a reasonable degree of containment. An organization must find simplicity and
accountability to avoid corruption. That means overcoming organizational and technical complexity with
new forms of simple checks and balances. When that is achieved, modern society can achieve simple
monitoring while requiring complex conspiring, and corruption will diminish. Developing nations face
the same principles but at an earlier stage, with formal organization replacing family and patrimonial
systems in places not yet ready for that to happen. But, of course, no place is fully ready to give up its
personal and social tendencies, and so the work of reducing corruption is never complete.
END OF EXCERPT
_____________________________________

Felson’s contention that the rational-legal system holds the greatest potential for corruption is reflected in
empirical data. In their article “Democracy and Corruption: a Complex Relationship,”220 Shrabani Saha et
al. use sophisticated econometric models to show the rise in corruption in countries that have transitioned
from autocratic regimes to electoral democracies (the ultimate rational-legal system). The authors
conclude that electoral democracy and political rights alone are insufficient to reduce corruption; in fact,
electoral democracy alone aggravates widespread corruption because there are less checks and balances
against corruption in an electoral democracy than in an autocratic regime. Effective democratic
institutions, such as an independent judiciary, free press, strong rule of law in the economic system and
distribution of social benefits and respect for civil rights, are crucial to reducing corruption. These
institutions deter corruption by increasing the probability that corrupt acts will be detected and punished.
For a counterpoint to “economistic” understandings of corruption, see Barry Hindess, “Good government
and corruption” in Peter Larmour and Nick Wolanin, eds, Corruption and Anti-Corruption (Canberra:
Asia Pacific Press, 2001). Hindess argues that a narrow focus on economic corruption obscures other,
more general forms of corruption in government. By ignoring these other forms of corruption, we fail to
see the damaging effects of party politics, police corruption and other insidious problems of political life
in western democracies.
For an analysis of how unethical yet technically legal quid pro quos are institutionalized in professional
environments and how this institutionalized corruption affects the independence of politics and
professions, see Garry C Gray, “Insider Accounts of Institutional Corruption: Examining the Social
Organization of Unethical Behaviour” (2013) 53 Brit J Criminol 533.
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Shrabani Saha et al, “Democracy and Corruption: A Complex Relationship” (2014) 61:3 Crime L & Soc Change 287.
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